
Starlight Dragons, Rappin' Like A Mummy (Remix)
This is remix 
Now c'mon 

(Verse 1) 
I'm written you a letter 
In the stormy wetter 
I told you one,I told you twice 
But you wouldn't listen to my advice 
But otherwise 
I told so many times 
Don't think to slow,just blow 
I don't come far 
'Cause I don't wanna see all the war 
Stay away from the trouble 
And play that couple 
People killin' each other 
And I'm asking Why? 

(Chorus) 
C'mon 
Rappin' a like a mummy 
Still rappin' like mummy 
And I'm not a f**kin' dummy 
Now c'mon 

(Verse 2) 
Stop lookin' at the floor 
But dance to this song 
Keep ya feet off the ground 
And don't start to count 
'Cause it's the remix 
Ain't it funny? 
Where are the bunny's? 
Just do your thing 
And rap some out 
'Cause this is the last day you ever shout loud 
Show me your bling 
And I would do my thing 
I stay under control 
As I stil roll 

Don't yell to much 
Because it's make me touch 
You know what to do 
Just stay off the ground 
'Cause this is the remix 
And you know where the party at 
So c'mon 

(Chorus) 
C'mon 
Rappin' a like a mummy 
Still rappin' like mummy 
And I'm not a f**kin' dummy 
Now c'mon 

(Verse 3) 
I'm glad to be myself 
Your such and ass If you take my fake cash 
No more things 'bout to worry about 
So I will speak loud 
And rappin' it out 
I don't want to go to court 



And all I now is that speaking can be short 
I'm not yet eighteen so haven't a car 
To ride in and get so far 
The love from the women 
Got me comin' 
Just dance to the remix 
Just keep the beat 
And Starlight will keep the lead 

(Chorus 3x) 
C'mon 
Rappin' a like a mummy 
Still rappin' like mummy 
And I'm not a f**kin' dummy 
Now c'mon 

Still rappin' like a mummy
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